Fundraisers Transforming Our Communities

AFP Canada’s Narrative for Canadian Fundraising

This document presents a summary of the work around the Narrative for Canadian Fundraising prepared as commissioned research for AFP Canada by Ian MacQuillin of Rogare—an academic think tank based in the UK known for, amongst other things, research on philanthropic and cultural intersection—and revisions made in 2022 by the AFP Canada communications committee. Included here are:

- a brief description of the work to decolonize the Narrative;
- an executive summary of the impressive case for the need for the Narrative; and
- an example of the use of the Narrative as a framework and key messages for a positive, advocative, ideological conversation that articulates the critical value of fundraising and professional fundraisers to our communities.

This complex project grew out of the AFP Canadian Leadership Retreat in 2017 and has provided an opportunity for AFP Canada:

- to develop a positive narrative that confidently proclaims what fundraising stands for;
- to illustrate the essential contribution of professional fundraisers to the charitable sector in Canada;
- to ensure our readiness to respond constructively and collaboratively to any potential charitable issues or negative sector portrayals; and
- to ensure we continue to evolve the Narrative.

The new Narrative Project—the project to create the first iteration of the Narrative—was led by Jennifer Johnstone and a working group of the communications committee of AFP Canada which included Dana Ades-Landy, Paula Attfield, Scott Decksheimer, Leah Eustace, Juniper Locilento, Ken Mayhew and Adam Zawadiuk, all of whom provided insightful feedback and stewardship of this project.

We are grateful to Stephen Thomas Ltd, the ViTreo Group and the AFP Foundation for Philanthropy – Canada for their generous financial support for this important work.
Decolonizing the Narrative

In 2022, AFP Canada undertook a review of this work through a decolonizing and social justice lens with the understanding this work is iterative and will continue. The revisions reflected in revised Narrative, version 2.8, were contributions from Dr. Krishan Mehta with leadership from David Love and Narrative review committee members Paula Attfield, Scott Decksheimer, Jennifer Johnstone and Ken Mayhew.

This second iteration of the Narrative contains new data points, resources and Canadian-specific examples to further contextualize and address the myriad of issues facing fundraisers.

As of summer, 2023 more than 500 fundraisers in Canada, Australia and the United States have been trained on the Narrative.

Why We Need A New Narrative

When we first set out to develop the Narrative, the question of whether a new narrative for fundraising, developed in response to challenges faced by fundraising in the UK, could both be adapted and transferred to Canada and given uniquely Canadian characteristics was examined.

The Narrative is based on a ‘Professionalist’ ideology that states that charities have a responsibility, an imperative, to use the most effective and efficient methods possible to bring about change.

This contrasts with negative attitudes to charities and fundraising that appear to be informed by a ‘Voluntarist’ ideology, which says that charities ought to be small, local, not businesslike, and that the people working for charities should not substantially gain from doing so. In a sense, they should be less professional and more ‘amateurish’.

Historically narratives aimed at refuting Voluntarist attitudes often try to ‘educate’ people about how modern charities work. The arguments employed are most often negative, defensive, justificatory, corrective, and rational, in effect saying:

\[
\text{What is it about charities and fundraising that people don’t like and how can we get them to change their minds about that?}
\]

The Narrative is a positive, advocative, non-justificatory, ideological narrative that says:

\[
\text{What about charities and fundraising do we value, and can we get other people to value those things too?}
\]

---

1 In this context “charities” refers to charities and other organizations in the nonprofit sector—from small community organizations to large healthcare or education institutions.
In exploring whether this could be adapted to a Canadian context, we looked at public attitudes, media coverage, and regulatory and legislative issues.

The research suggested that a narrative could effectively impact how the Canadian public thinks about fundraising. Inevitably, some audiences will be more receptive to this narrative than others. For example, older people have more negative views about fundraising than younger people, while more educated people have more positive views than less educated people, both of which could be explained by the Voluntarist/Professionalist ideological split.

The Canadian media, while displaying and reporting on similar concerns about fundraising to the British and American media, is more measured and balanced in doing so, suggesting that the Canadian media might also be responsive to a different narrative about fundraising and fundraisers.

Some punitive legislative initiatives appear to be driven by the ‘Voluntarist’ concerns of individual parliamentarians, but dialogue and discussion has, and is expected to continue, to mitigate these initiatives and their impact.

We then looked at whether there is anything special about Canadian civic philosophy that would help to embed a positive narrative.

It was very encouraging to find that Canadian civic philosophy constantly seeks to balance collective and individual rights, plurastically representing minorities through an “impulse to seek reconciliation between opposites at the levels of both political philosophy and practice”.

This philosophy is based on the values of conciliation, accommodation and rapprochement; it is characterised by “civic reasonableness”.

We therefore further argued that the Narrative is naturally embedded as part of this philosophy of civic reasonableness, since it describes how charities seek to protect the rights of minorities (as in the disadvantaged beneficiaries they serve).

In essence, if attempting to respond to legislators or policy makers using this narrative, fundraisers and their representatives would be speaking the same political and philosophical language used—and understood—by legislators and parliamentarians.

A Narrative for Canadian fundraising will build upon the virtues of Canadian civic philosophy. Properly and cleverly articulated and deployed, it raises the bar for informed discussion about the issues affecting fundraising and the value of fundraisers in Canada.
The Narrative for Canadian Fundraising

Example Media Response to Inquiry:

The role of Canadian charities is to effect the greatest necessary change in Canada and the rest of the world.

What matters most for charities and their beneficiaries, is effecting change, and providing change is effected, a charity or nonprofit organization can be big or small, local or national, campaigning or helping, fundraising or non-fundraising. There is no one, preferred, ‘ideal’ way for us to change the world, provided the world is changed.

Canadian charities cannot change the world unless they have the money to do it. This is where fundraising comes in. The whole point of fundraising is to make sure organizations reliant on donations have the means to be able to provide life-changing services for their beneficiaries.

Research tells us that unless people are asked, most of them are unlikely to give. Thus, for people to give, we have to ask you to give. In fact, charities have a duty to our beneficiaries to ask people for their support.

But fundraisers know that the very fact of asking them might make some people feel uncomfortable. That’s not the intention and fundraisers strive to minimize that possibility. But we can’t always guarantee we’ll get that right. So, what we do through our ethics and regulation is aim to balance our duties to our donors—such as to respect their privacy, or not to ask them in ways they don’t like—with our duty to raise money on behalf of our beneficiaries.

Sometimes, we might not get that balance right. Sometimes, because of the urgent nature of the situation, we might actually have to ask individuals in ways they don’t feel comfortable with. But whenever we do that, we hope we’ll be able to show prospective donors why we’ve done it and how it’s helped the very people we both want to help.

Fundraisers adopt professional methods to secure the money our generous and valued supporters give us. And having raised the money we need to bring about change, we make sure we put that money to its best use. As such, Canadian nonprofits need to hire and retain the best talent to efficiently effect change and reward staff proportionately for the work they do and impact they make.

AFP Canada will continue to work with our elected representatives, regulators, the media and the public, to make sure fundraising in Canada operates in the best interests of all whose lives are bettered by of our efforts.

To learn more go to https://afpglobal.org/narrativecanadianfundraising